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By Frank Dahok

The election for Undergraduate Association president and vice president has been nullified and will be re-run as a result of a judicial review board ruling on an anonymously filed appeal. The board found that Paul Oppold '99 violated election rules by sending e-mails to large numbers of people, tainting the election results. The results of the other UA elections were, however, released after the board finished its deliberations. Pooja Shukla '99, Elsie Huang '00, and Andrew D. Montgomery '01 were victorious in their respective class presidential races.

In a letter addressed to the UA, the judicial review board called Oppold's mass mailings "inappropriate" and found them in violation of election procedures which state that e-mails may be sent only to personal acquaintances.

"There is probable cause that Oppold's two mass e-mails... could have influenced the integrity of the election results," the letter said.

Oppold said that he expected the board to ask that the election to be re-run but said that he was surprised that they used mass e-mails as grounds to declare the election null and void. The board also addressed the methods by which Oppold obtained signatures and the validity of his original petition but recommended that no actions be taken on those points.

Oppold criticized review board

Oppold also questioned the impartiality of the review board. He called the whole process "last-minute" and said, "It's almost like there is a conspiracy to get certain people to win.

Oppold noted that all of those serving on the board were nominated by UA President Dedric A. Carter '98, who is also running mate of one of Oppold's opponents - Sandra C. Sandoval '00.

"Dedric hand-picked the man to be head of the judicial [board]," Oppold said. The review board is normally chosen by the outgoing UA president in order to maintain a division of power between the branches of government.

Carter, however, said that he "tried to stay as impartial as possible" in choosing the board and selected individuals who were removed from the issue. "Any question of impropriety... is ridiculous," Carter said.

Algwin Viewasanthan '98, chair of the board, said, "I believe that the committee was impartial." He stated that all of the members of the board knew Dedric but were not close friends with him. "No one," the members of the Judicial review Board knew of the existence of these appeals when we were nominated," he said.

Jun S. Kim '99, who served on the board, said that the board was "a good mix of people" and said that the board was "all for us." Kim said that she "didn't even think" about the link between Carter and Oppold.

Oppold questioned whether election results influenced the board's decisions on the appeals. The elections were, however, released after the board finished its deliberations.

Author Bruce Sterling reads selections from his work on the theme of "Media and Imagination" in 26-100 yesterday evening as part of a series sponsored by the Lecture Series Committee and the Film and Media Studies Department.
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MIT Shines in Programming Contest, Putnam Math Exam

By Susan Buchman

MIT has been well-represented by its students in recent prestigious academic competitions. In the world finals for the Association for Computing Machinery International Collegiate Programming Contest, the MIT team placed first of teams from the United States and fifth overall.

The contest was held on February 28 in Atlanta, Georgia. The MIT team consisted of Daniel G. Adams '01, Mihai Badou '01, and Hristo I. Bojinov '99. They were coached by Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Martin C. Rinard. The team had eight programs to code, test, and perfect in five hours.

MIT and the other teams in the top six all solved six problems. "The only, and very small, difference was time," Bojinov said. "We were very close to becoming world champions.

The team previously placed second at the regional competition, because they were poorly co-ordinated, but they practiced more for the world championship, Bojinov said.

"The preparation lasted for most of February," he said. "What we worked on together was team strategy - who solves what problems and when.

"At the actual competition we have a single computer and we need to make sure that we use this resource well," Bojinov said. "Thanks to our coach, Professor Martin Rinard, we were able to work together as a team very well by the finals.

Teams Design New Storage Systems In TBP Engineering Design Contest

By Krista L. Nece

Nine teams competed for $500 in prizes at the twelfth annual Tau Beta Pi engineering design contest. The teams, which were composed of three or four freshmen and sophomores, met Tuesday evening for two hours to invent a creative, realistic solution to a specific design problem.

TBP, the national engineering honor society, is the event's sponsor.

The society also holds the L. V. Finkle Lecture and is responsible for MIT students being admitted to the Boston Museum of Science for free.

The contest, held in room 4-270, had several purposes, said Anand Venkatraman '99, one of the organizers. These include letting underclassmen know about TBP and to give them an "early idea of what engineering is about." The contest is also geared to teach the importance of teamwork and public presentation, "which we think are the essentials of being good engineers," he said.

Contest offers a practical problem

This year, the contest centered around a major problem currently facing MIT - the possibility of housing a significantly greater number of undergraduates in dormitories. The teams' task was to design a 2-by-3-by-6-foot organism which would maximize storage space and minimize roommate conflicts.

"We try to make [the question] relevant to what the students have experienced at MIT," said Maroli E. I. Kamvyssis '99, one of the event's organizers and a former contestant.

"Two years ago the design was for a snow-removal machine," Kamvyssis said. "That was the year we got hit by a blizzard.

The participants agreed that the problem was close to home. "Right now I'm in a crowded double," said Daniel Ingram '01, a contestant.

Comics

Representatives of the Counseling and Support Services office, the Dean's office, and the Medical Department will be available from 10-12 a.m. today in the Office Lounge of the Student Center to talk about any concerns raised by the death of Philip C. Gale '98.

The Weather

Sunday: Clear. 64°F (18°C)
Monday: Clear. 70°F (21°C)
Tuesday: Clear. 69°F (21°C)
Details, Page 2
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The Vegetarian Gourmet celebrates the Great American Meatout with tips and tidbits about vegetarianism.
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India Installs Nationalist Government Amid Concerns

By Kenneth J. Cooper

The Washington Post

India installed a new government dominated by Hindu nationalist Prime Minister V. P. Vajpayee, whose party won a third term in office in December, in a move that could have far-reaching consequences for the world's largest democracy.

The new government of Prime Minister V. P. Vajpayee, who was under investigation for two terms, has already taken some steps to strengthen India's secular values. The government has committed to fighting corruption, improving the economy, and maintaining the country's nuclear weapons program.

The United States, among other countries, has expressed concerns about India's nuclear program, which has not been tested since 1998. The United States has also been concerned about India's role in the region, particularly as it relates to Pakistan, where tensions remain high.

India has been a key player in the region, and its actions will certainly have an impact on the stability of the region. The United States has been a long-time ally of India, but there have been recent concerns about the relationship between the two countries.

As the new government begins its term, it will face a number of challenges, including economic reform, improving the country's infrastructure, and dealing with the country's large population.

India is the world's second most populous country, with a population of over 1.3 billion. The country is rich in natural resources, including oil, coal, and minerals, but it also faces significant challenges, including poverty and inequality.

The new government will have to work to address these issues while also maintaining the country's economic growth.

V. P. Vajpayee, who has been in power since 1996, has a reputation for being a skilled politician and a strong leader. He is expected to continue to lead the country in a positive direction.
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Clinton’s Testimony Confirmed And Attacked by New Evidence

By David Willman and Alan C. Miller

WASHINGTON

Evidence challenging the truthfulness of President Clinton’s testimony about his personal dealings with two former White House aides appeared Thursday to become stronger in one instance and more muddled in the other.

A Beverly Hills, Calif., friend of former intern Monica S. Lewinsky testified before a federal grand jury after telling investigators that she was among those Lewinsky told of having a sexual relationship with Clinton. Both Lewinsky and the friend, 24-year-old Natalie R. Ungvári, attended Beverly Hills High School. Ungvári declined to comment after she testified. The president has denied under oath having sexual contact with Lewinsky.

In a related development, House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) said Thursday that, when Independent Counsel Kenneth W. Starr’s investigation is complete, he wants a bipartisan panel of lawmakers to evaluate whether impeachment proceedings are warranted.

Meanwhile, new questions were raised about Kathleen E. Willey, the former White House aide who has told the grand jury and a national television audience that on Oct. 29, 1993, Clinton groped her near the Oval Office.

The editor of the supermarket tabloid Star said that his publication had tried without success to buy Willey’s account since last July, when her encounter with Clinton was first reported by CBS News.

Phil Bunton, the tabloid editor, said it was not until early last month that a lawyer representing Willey “suddenly seemed to bite.” Bunton said that the lawyer, Daniel J. Gecker, told a reporter for the tabloid Feb. 6 that his client “might be prepared to talk for at least $300,000.” “He [Gecker] told us that she had heavy debt and she needed to clear them and she needed at least $300,000 to set herself straight,” Bunton said.

Willey, 51, was paid no money for granting the prime-time interview that was broadcast Sunday night on CBS’s “60 Minutes,” according to a network spokesman.

New Mexican Nationality Bill Allows Expatriates to be Citizens

By James F. Smith

MEXICO CITY

A Mexican law that takes effect Friday will allow millions of Mexican-born Americans and their children to hold Mexican nationality as well as U.S. citizenship.

Analysts say the law could have far-reaching practical effects — even potentially reshaping the flows of people and money between the United States and Mexico — and might set off cross-border political repercussions as well.

The Nationality Act revokes the previous rule that took away Mexican nationality from those who became citizens of another country. Furthermore, the new act broadens eligibility for nationality to include children of Mexican-born people. And the law is retroactive: Those who would have met the revised terms in the past may now claim back their Mexican nationality. Those eligible have five years to apply.

The law permits Mexican dual nationality but not dual citizenship, a distinction that will prevent dual nationals from voting in Mexican elections or holding high office here. Some Mexican Americans are now pushing for full voting rights in Mexican elections.

Among the most significant changes in the new law is the removal of investment restrictions imposed on foreigners in Mexico, which some expect to unleash greater capital flows by Mexican nationals to Mexico.

For example, Ramona Dominguez de Felix now plans to buy her coastal retirement home. Foreigners are barred from buying property within 100 kilometers of the frontier or 50 kilometers of the coast for national security reasons — a law written with Mexico’s loss of half its territory to the United States in the 1800s still very much in mind.

“This will enhance the economic mobility of both countries, especially in the regions near the border,” said Miguel Angel Gonzalez Felix, a senior Foreign Ministry official who helped craft the law and some of the constitutional reforms.
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**I don’t care about his personal life. All that matters is what he’s doing.**

**Opinion Policy**

**Letters to the Editor** are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by the editorial board, the editor-in-chief, chief managing editor, executive editor, news editor, and opinion editors.

**Disseants** are the opinions of the signed members of the editorial board choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial.

Letters to the Editor are submitted to represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.

**Letters to the Editor** are welcome. Electronic submissions are encouraged and may be sent to letters@the-tech.mit.edu. Hard copy submissions are accepted as well, although e-mail is preferable. Hard copy submissions must be typed double Spaced and are limited to two typewritten pages.

**To Reach Us**

The Tech's telephone number is (617) 253-1541. E-mail is the easiest way to reach any member of our staff. If you are unsure who to contact, send mail to general@the-tech.mit.edu, and it will be directed to the appropriate person. The Tech can be found on the World Wide Web at http://the-tech.mit.edu.
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Evaluating Immigration Day

Patrick's Day Might Be a Celebration of Immigration

Michael J. Ring

This past Tuesday, Suffolk County held in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts a holiday known as "Immigration Day." It's the first national holiday to honor the history of the city of Boston: Immigration Day.

The holiday, celebrated each March 17 in the city of Boston and three other local municipalities, commemorates the day in 1776 when the British occupants of Boston were driven from their residence. By some happy coincidence, this event actually fell on St. Patrick's Day, How fortuitous that the Irish, who have made such a significant contribution to our society have a holiday featuring the plight they faced in Ireland.

Patrick's Day reminds us of the contributions of the Irish to American society. It is a tale of the struggles of an immigrant population that was forced to leave their homeland upon emigration from the Old Country, and then worked its way up through society to achieve success.

The Irish Potato Famine of the late 1840s driven by the failure of the potato crop and the overpopulation of the people of Ireland. The British government led by the sympathetic Robert Peel was forced to act to prevent a famine in Ireland. Without support from the government of the United Kingdom, British landlords forced Irish tenant farmers off of their land so that they could avoid feeding the starving farmers. The winter of 1846-47 when it became the British government to feed the Irish. It was nearly starvation to the Irish Potato Famine is a landmark event in Irish history.
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The Great American Meatout!

By Steven R. L. Millman

The Great American Meatout! is an annual grass-roots dietary education campaign, marking the first day of spring by encouraging our fellow American to go one day without meat and to instead choose a vegetarian diet for that day. The Meatout is the world’s largest annual vegetarian event, with over 17 million participants marking the first day of spring by encouraging our fellow American to go one day without meat.

The Meatout is the world’s largest annual vegetarian event, with over 17 million participants marking the first day of spring by encouraging our fellow American to go one day without meat.

The plot is a rough rewrite of (Rumble in the Bronx, Triumph of the Bad Guys, and Fighting the Bad Guys. Mr. Nice Guy, played with some verve by Gabrielle Union, is inventive and funny, causing both gasps of delight and groans of futility. The fact that every third shot has to be fired uphill reinforces the ‘lighter mood of the physical comedy. The fact that every third shot has to be fired uphill reinforces the ‘lighter mood of the physical comedy.

The Vegetarian Gourmet

The Great American Meatout!

By Steven R. L. Millman

G

meetings and salutations from the world over on March 20, marking the first day of spring by encouraging our fellow American to go one day without meat and without animal products. The Meatout, like the Snookout, is intended to help people kick the 'meat habit' and encourage them to eat a diet healthy for their bodies, their environment, and their souls. This year the Vegetarian Gourmet will feature recipes and nutritional advice in reviews to speak a bit about the myths and realities of vegetarianism and throw out some interesting information. The Vegetarian Gourmet can be reached at gourmet@the-veg-mt.com.

Myths and Realities

Myths about Vegetarianism are rife.

According to the World Health Organization, vegetarians as a group are among the healthiest people. There are no populations in the world which have both high meat intakes and high or average rates of colon cancer. There are also no populations in the world which have both low meat intakes and high or average rates of colon cancer. Vegetarians have considerably fewer problems with heart disease, high blood pressure, stroke, kidney disease, diabetes, peptic ulcers, gout, arthritis, irritable bowel syndrome, h pylori, constipation, diverticulosis, and hemorrhoids (oh the humanity!), obesity, asthma, trichomycosis,iodine deficiency (which can cause goiter, bone deformities, eye problems, and of course, goiter, bone deformities, eye problems, and of course, goiter)

No, not even once! In the area of bone health, vegetarians have nearly double the incidence of osteoporosis in countries where people eat a lot of meat. In countries like Japan, where much of the population is vegetarian, the incidence of osteoporosis is half that of the United States. Vegetarians also have significantly lower blood pressure than omnivores, and a lower risk of atherosclerosis and heart disease. A study published in the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition (2:73) way back in 1994, still proves the Vegetarian Gourmet’s point.
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**Dangerous Beauty**

By Vladimir V. Zeleznovksy

**STAFF REPORTER**

Directed by Marshall Herskovitz
Written by Jeanine Dominy, based on the biography The Honest Courtesan by Margaret Rosenthal.

With Catherine McCormack, Rufus Sewell, Oliver Platt, Jacqueline Bisset, Moira Kelly, and Fred Ward

Dangerous Beauty has all the trimmings and trappings of a romance novel: a gorgeous period location (16th century Venice), a beautiful and spirited female lead (Catherine McCormack as Veronica Franco), a handsome love interest (Marco Venier as Rufus Sewell), resplendent costumes and sets filmed glowing with golden light, and a romance plot which keeps the heroes apart by throwing at them every single obstacle that comes to mind. In order to stay together, Franco and Sewell must combat class inequality, financial disparity, jealousy, marriage of convenience, war, plague, and the Holy Inquisition. This story sounds overwhelming, but it is pulled off with such skill and conviction that the audience is quite entertained throughout.

Veronica is young, smart, and beautiful, but she is also poor. This fact, in the year 1583 or so, makes it impossible for her to marry her much richer and much more noble sweetheart Marco. The option of going to a convent does not appeal to Veronica, so she chooses something diametrically opposite - she becomes a courtesan - a sort of a high-paid prostitute for noblemen. She becomes a sort of a high-paid prostitute for noblemen. Paradoxically, this gives her as much freedom a woman can have in Venetian society and makes her truly an equal to men.

If Dangerous Beauty took itself a bit more seriously, however, it could have been a bit better. The romance gloss is fine as it is, but it could have been a bit more substantial. The option of going to a convent does not appeal to Veronica, so she becomes a sort of a high-paid prostitute for noblemen. This fact, in the year 1583 or so, makes it impossible for her to marry her much richer and much more noble sweetheart Marco. The option of going to a convent does not appeal to Veronica, so she becomes a sort of a high-paid prostitute for noblemen. Paradoxically, this gives her as much freedom a woman can have in Venetian society and makes her truly an equal to men.

With Catherine McCormack, Rufus Sewell, Oliver Platt, Jacqueline Bisset, Moira Kelly, and Fred Ward

Dangerous Beauty has all the trimmings and trappings of a romance novel: a gorgeous period location (16th century Venice), a beautiful and spirited female lead (Catherine McCormack as Veronica Franco), a handsome love interest (Marco Venier as Rufus Sewell), resplendent costumes and sets filmed glowing with golden light, and a romance plot which keeps the heroes apart by throwing at them every single obstacle that comes to mind. In order to stay together, Franco and Sewell must combat class inequality, financial disparity, jealousy, marriage of convenience, war, plague, and the Holy Inquisition. This story sounds overwhelming, but it is pulled off with such skill and conviction that the audience is quite entertained throughout.

Veronica is young, smart, and beautiful, but she is also poor. This fact, in the year 1583 or so, makes it impossible for her to marry her much richer and much more noble sweetheart Marco. The option of going to a convent does not appeal to Veronica, so she chooses something diametrically opposite - she becomes a courtesan - a sort of a high-paid prostitute for noblemen. Paradoxically, this gives her as much freedom a woman can have in Venetian society and makes her truly an equal to men.

If Dangerous Beauty took itself a bit more seriously, however, it could have been a bit better. The romance gloss is fine as it is, but it could have been a bit more substantial. The option of going to a convent does not appeal to Veronica, so she becomes a sort of a high-paid prostitute for noblemen. This fact, in the year 1583 or so, makes it impossible for her to marry her much richer and much more noble sweetheart Marco. The option of going to a convent does not appeal to Veronica, so she becomes a sort of a high-paid prostitute for noblemen. Paradoxically, this gives her as much freedom a woman can have in Venetian society and makes her truly an equal to men.
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This service is brought to you by the Office of the Dean of Students and Undergraduate Education. If you know of important dates we have missed, please send them to deadlines@mit.edu, and we will add them to the deadlines Web site: http://web.mit.edu/odsue/deadlines/

**Date** | **Who** | **What** | **Where**
---|---|---|---
**Mon-Fri** | All students | Sping vacation | Athena: "add pelot" (ret) schedule 8 (ret)
**Mon 3/27** | Undergraduates | 4th qtr PE lottery ends | 7-104, 3-6786
**Mon 3/30, noon** | Freshmen | K. Hodges' contest essays due | http://web.mit.edu/urhp/www/urhp/file/notes/notes-17-103,3-7306
**Mon 3/30** | Undergraduates | Eliorona summer research fellowship application deadline | Faculty research sponsor:
**Mon 3/30** | Undergraduates & faculty | Deadline for faculty to nominate students for Wel UROP award | http://web.mit.edu/urhp/www/urhp/file/notes/notes-17-103,3-7306
**Tue 3/31** | Students who missed PE lottery or who want to add another PE class | 4th qtr PE late registration begins | W32-125, 3-4291
**Thu 4/1** | Undergraduates | Deadline for UROP proposals for academic credit | http://web.mit.edu/urhp/www/urhp/notes-17-103,3-7306
**Thu 4/2** | Undergraduates | Deadline for UROP proposals for faculty funding | http://web.mit.edu/urhp/www/urhp/notes-17-103,3-7306
**Fri 4/3** | Undergraduates who want to move | Deadline for house to house change request form | http://web.mit.edu/residences/www/forms/index.html; W20-549, 3-6777
**Fri 4/3** | Undergraduates staying a 9th term | Deadline for 9th term housing request | http://web.mit.edu/residences/www/forms/index.html; W20-549, 3-6777
**Fri 4/10** | All students | Applications for summer housing available | http://web.mit.edu/residences/www/forms/index.html; W20-549, 3-6777
**Fri 4/10** | Graduate students graduating in June | Last day to submit or change thesis title (375 late fee) | Acad. dept: and D. Englehardt, SS, 8-6434
**Fri 4/16** | Students doing summer UROPs | Last day for proposals for direct UROP summer funding | 7-103, 3-7306

*The Student Services Center, Room 371-720, is open Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., and Friday, 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.*
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What kind of changes would you like to see around here? What issues do you really care about?

Contact your UA Representatives and let them know what you think...

**Undergraduate Association**

**Coming Events:**

**BATTLE OF THE CLASSES**

**SATURDAY, APRIL 4TH...**

**Martin Luther King, Jr. Vigil**

**Watch out for more information on these events...**
Quartet, Galactica, Pound for
Apr. 4: The Charlie Hunter
Mar. 31: Rorshack Multi-Media

0576. 472 Massachusetts Ave., East Providence

Apr. 4: BOOaloo, with John Browns
Mar. 28: Splashdown, with Strangefolk.
Mar. 25: The Aware Tour featuring Joe Satriani, with The Blue Kings. $16.50.
Mar. 22: Joe Diffie, Martina McBride, Lee Ann Womack, with 2 p.m. matinees on Saturday and Sunday. $45 to $60. Curtain is at 8 p.m. $26.

Apr. 10: Spring Funk Fest. featuring Kristin Flanders and others. $20 advance, $23 at door. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

April 11: Squirrel Nut Zippers.

Tickets: 423-NEXT.

261 Main Street, Worcester.

Apr. 24: Medeski, Martin, & & SameAsYou.

SameAsYou.

Apr. 26: Jonatha Brooke, with Dee Williams.

Women Songwriters, featuring Gerard Malanga and others. $10. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Loeb DramaCenter, 64 Brattle St., Cambridge. Information: 495-0500. Playing April 2-5 and 17 through 21, and at 7 p.m. on March 12, and 19. Curtain is at 8 p.m. $26 through April 5. Curtain is at 8 p.m. $21 for students and seniors, free for students and seniors.

Palladium

Mar. 27: Our Lady Peace, with Black Label Society.

Arts on the Avenue
151 Lansdowne St., Boston. Information: 423-Arts.

Mar. 22: Joe Diffie, Martina McBride, Lee Ann Womack, with 2 p.m. matinees on Saturday and Sunday. $45 to $60. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Mar. 25: The Aware Tour featuring Joe Satriani, with The Blue Kings. $16.50.

Mar. 22: Joe Diffie, Martina McBride, Lee Ann Womack, with 2 p.m. matinees on Saturday and Sunday. $45 to $60. Curtain is at 8 p.m. $26.

Mar. 21: 6th Annual Festival of Women Songwriters, featuring Gerard Malanga and others. $10. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Mar. 19: Jazz in the Valley, featuring Roberta Gambarini. $35 or $55. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Mar. 18: Great Jones Street, featuring Keb Mo. $23 in advance, $26 at door. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Mar. 17: Joe Satriani, with The Blue Kings. $16.50.

Mar. 16: 100 Proof, with Parliment-Funkadelic. $20, plus $3 service fee. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Mar. 15: Our Lady Peace, with Black Label Society.

Mar. 14: The Charlie Hunter

March 10: Atlantic City, featuring Venetian Snares. $35 or $55. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Mar. 9: Matt Pond, with Peter Gabriel. $20 or $35 service fee. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

March 8: Tim Reynolds and the Squirrel Nut Zippers. $20. Curtain is at 8 p.m.

Mar. 7: Our Lady Peace, with Black Label Society.

Mar. 6: The Charlie Hunter

March 5: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, Acoustic Carpet Patrol.

Mar. 4: The Charlie Hunter

March 3: Rorshack Multi-Media


Mar. 1: Quartet, Galactica, Pound for

February 24: The Charlie Hunter

February 23: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, and Acoustic Carpet Patrol.


February 20: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, Acoustic Carpet Patrol.


February 18: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, Acoustic Carpet Patrol.

February 17: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, Acoustic Carpet Patrol.

February 16: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, Acoustic Carpet Patrol.

February 15: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, Acoustic Carpet Patrol.

February 14: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, Acoustic Carpet Patrol.


February 8: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, Acoustic Carpet Patrol.

February 7: Canine, Viper House, Smokin Grass, Acoustic Carpet Patrol.
JUST WHAT EVERY COLLEGE STUDENT IS LOOKING FOR:
A RELATIONSHIP WITH NO STRINGS ATTACHED.

GET A '129 SIEMENS DIGITAL PCS FOR JUST $49

• WITH NO CONTRACT TO SIGN, NO HIDDEN CHARGES AND NO FINE PRINT.
• Basic service charges are just $9.99 a month for the first three months.
• With free caller ID, free call waiting, free paging and voice mail service.
• All these services are free forever (of course, usage charges apply).
• And we make things even easier by offering both monthly and prepay payment options.

1 800 BUY-OMNI FOR FREE DELIVERY

OMNIPOINT
100% Digital. 0% Hassle.

NEW ENGLAND AUTHORIZED RETAILERS:

Allston
All in One
(617) 254-6630

Cellular and Paging of Boston
(617) 782-4500

Galaxy Multimedia
(617) 254-7979

Boston
Commonwealth Paging
(617) 423-4728

FM Communications
(617) 247-4160

High Voltage
(617) 423-9026

Mr. Penny
(617) 723-2971

Sherrins
(617) 482-9610

Uzoka Electronics
(617) 261-5557

Video Magic
(617) 261-8668

Wings Communications
(617) 451-9221

Cambridge
All in One
(617) 254-4021

Cybersmth
(617) 492-9857

First Choice Communications
(617) 376-7100

East Boston
In Touch Paging
(617) 561-8400

Telemveis Latinos
(617) 569-2914

South Boston
Airwave
(617) 269-4676

Pagecomm
(800) 880-0560

© 1998 OMNIPOINT COMMUNICATION SERVICES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. OMNIPOINT IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF OMNIPOINT CORPORATION. GSM AND THE GSM DESIGN ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS USED UNDER LICENSE OF THE NORTH AMERICAN GSM ALLIANCE, LLC.
Off Course
by Hugo

Well here's the shirt.
I saw it at Urban for
$40 and I knew that
it had to be mine!
So I waited
Two days
until it went
on sale...

WELL, HERE'S THE SHIRT.
I SAW IT AT URBAN FOR
$40 AND I KNEW THAT IT HAD TO BE
MINE! SO I WAITED TWO DAYS UNTIL IT WENT ON SALE.

LOLA!
BONDI'S GIRL MAGNET!

I LOVE COURSE 3!

Perhaps...

SPRING BREAK '98...

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

21°/30° 25°/32° 4°/15° 6°/20° 2°/10°

DAMN EL NIÑO!
Dilbert

by Scott Adams

I'LL NEED A LETTER OF REFERENCE TO APPLY FOR A JOB IN ANOTHER DIVISION.

NO PROBLEM.

... FOR A MAN OF HIS HYGIENE, HE DON'T STEAL AS MUCH AS YOU'D THINK. I SUSPECT HE'S ON DRUGS.

AND THEN HE SAYS YOU'RE PRONE TO ANGER AND DENTAL. IS THAT TRUE?

NO!!
By Anthony R. Salas

Congratulations to Andrew Wilhach and Jennie Hango, who both knew that capuccino acquired its name because its color was similar to that of the hoods of the Capuchin monks, a branch of the Franciscan order. The 19th-century French author of "The Human Comedy," Honoré de Balzac, was renown for his marathon work sessions and his addiction to black coffee. He would often drink several pots over a ten-hour period. It has been suspected that his untimely death at the age of 51 was due to caffeine poisoning.

Andrew and Jennie each win a pair of tickets and a large popcorn, both provided by LSC. Have a good spring break and stay tuned for more LSC movies in April!

This feature was brought to you by the CAC Program Board. Today’s feature is by the MIT Quiz Bowl team. Members of the quiz bowl team, LSC, and TEC are not eligible.

Puzzle Solutions

ACROSS
1. With 10 Across Mecca
2. Fence
3. Maine college town
4. Egyptian god
5. Combination form of field or soil
6. Ancient Iraqi city
7. Dawn
8. Legal document
9. 20 Across disease this time of year?
23. Lisa
24. Flying pro
25. Type of Unix
26. Shingles
27. 30 Across, to the USPS
28. Streets in French
29. Avenues, to the USPS
30. Domestic
31. Eludes
32. Nomadic Russian reindeer herders
33. Hypnotic state
34. Almost
35. Tabula
36. Fashion designer Cassini
37. Somalia
38. 1998 Place for 4 Across
39. Guevara
40. Strange, French
41. 11 Across (with)
42. Devil
43. SIDS
44. 7th-
45. List maker
46. Airline ref.
47. Common preposition
48. Tea
49. Above
50. Latin 101 verb
51. Appalachian
52. Professional
53. Part of SIDS
54. 7th-
55. Year in which John XVIII became Pope
56. 7th-
57. Turtle order
58. Bottoms
59. 7th-
60. Official decree
61. T. Rex
62. Player for Coach K with
63. Formaldehyde
64. Ooze
65. 7th-
66. Bottoms
67. 7th-

DOWN
1. Opponent
2. Leader of some imperfect clothes
3. Door handle
4. Soul, Latin
5. Hit song by The Kinks
6. Spanish cowboy
7. Peeks with theater
8. Fellow player
9. Courmar distension
10. Small deer
11. Grimm character
12. Author Lean
13. Goes bad, as fruit
14. 6th-
15. Egyptian god
16. 6th-
17. Ancient Iraqi city
18. Ancient Iraqi city
19. Legal document
20. Disease this time of year?
21. Provocative
22. Latin
23. Lisa
24. Flying pro
25. Type of Unix
26. Shingles
27. 30 Across, to the USPS
28. Streets in French
29. Avenues, to the USPS
30. Domestic
31. Eludes
32. Nomadic Russian reindeer herders
33. Hypnotic state
34. Almost
35. Tabula
36. Fashion designer Cassini
37. Somalia
38. 1998 Place for 4 Across
39. Guevara
40. Strange, French
41. 11 Across (with)
42. Devil
43. SIDS
44. 7th-
45. List maker
46. Airline ref.
47. Common preposition
48. Tea
49. Above
50. Latin 101 verb
51. Appalachian
52. Professional
53. Part of SIDS
54. 7th-
55. Year in which John XVIII became Pope
56. 7th-
57. Turtle order
58. Bottoms
59. 7th-
60. Official decree
61. T. Rex
62. Player for Coach K with
63. Formaldehyde
64. Ooze
65. 7th-
66. Bottoms
67. 7th-

COFFEE TALK

Andrew and Jennie each win a pair of tickets and a large popcorn, both provided by LSC. Have a good spring break and stay tuned for more LSC movies in April!

This feature was brought to you by the CAC Program Board. Today’s feature is by the MIT Quiz Bowl team. Members of the quiz bowl team, LSC, and TEC are not eligible.

Technology.

Bose Technology.
Experience The Commitment.
That Defines The Word.

1998 Electrical Engineer & Computer Science Undergraduates & Graduates

- Web Applications Developer
- Website Administrator

If you can imagine the technologies of the next century, imagine yourself working at Bose. Within our sophisticated research environment, you’ll experience the inventiveness, commitment, and support that make this a one-of-a-kind research environment. If you can imagine the technologies of the next century, imagine yourself working at Bose. Within our sophisticated research environment, you’ll experience the inventiveness, commitment, and support that make this a one-of-a-kind research environment. If you can imagine the technologies of the next century, imagine yourself working at Bose. Within our sophisticated research environment, you’ll experience the inventiveness, commitment, and support that make this a one-of-a-kind research environment.

Qualified candidates will possess a Bachelor’s degree (BSEE or BSCE) with related experience in website development and Java is required for the Developer position. Qualified candidates will possess a Bachelor’s degree (BSEE or BSCE) with related experience in website development and Java is required for the Developer position. Qualified candidates will possess a Bachelor’s degree (BSEE or BSCE) with related experience in website development and Java is required for the Developer position.

These positions are based in our Framingham, MA corporate headquarters. Please forward your resume to: the MIT Quiz Bowl team. Members of the quiz bowl team, LSC, and TEC are not eligible.

An equal opportunity employer.
New Election Will Have Stricter Rules

Elections, from Page 1

The board's decision. Oppold said that if he had lost the election by a large margin he believed that no re-election would have been held. Carter, however, said that the board had no knowledge of the results of the original election.

New election planned

A new election has been planned and will begin April 1 with a meeting between candidates and voters. A debate will be held April 2 and balloting will take place from Friday, April 3, until Wednesday of the next week.

There will be no paper balloting for the new election, and no e-mail campaigning will be allowed. "All mail, under any circumstances, cannot be sent by a candidate," said Jeremy D. Sher '98, a member of the UA executive committee.

One hundred dollars, out of the 400 available to candidates for campaigning, will be subsidized by the UA, Sher said. The "UA is recognizing that we screwed up," he said.

The board's decision had recommended reimbursing candidates for the original election, but the executive committee decided to reimburse them in the upcoming election instead.

"A candidate ought to be able to run a decent campaign with [100 dollars]," Sher said.

According to UA Executive Committee member Ryan K. Pierce '99, "no direct sanctions" will be leveled against Oppold, despite the recommendation of the board to do so. We want "to leave sanctions up to the voters," Pierce said.

Oppold responds to decision

Oppold took issue with some of the board's decisions. "I thought that I had legally gotten around the rules against mass mailing," he said. Oppold placed a disclaimer on his petition which asked them to add their e-mail addresses only if they wished to receive campaign mail.

Oppold also said that "my idea of a petition drive and the judicial board's idea of a petition drive differ." The review board questioned several of Oppold's actions during the petition period. "What I really wanted to do was gain support," during the petition drive he said.

AU election rules regarding petition drives are murky. Election rules state that "Candidates may not begin campaigning, except for petition drives, until three days after their petitions are turned into the election commission.

"I'm very confident going into the new elections," Oppold said.

Building 20 will be demolished this Spring to make way for a new Electrical Engineering and Computer Science building. Constructed as a temporary building during World War II, Building 20 later served as the birthplace for achievements ranging from strobe-scope photography to advances in the science of linguistics. "We wanted to celebrate," a daylong celebration honoring the people who worked in Building 20 and achievements made there in the past 55 years, will be held in Edgerton Hall (34-103) on Friday March 27th.

US Auto Exchange

Boston's Automobile Headquarters for Select Motorcars

100 Commonwealth Ave. Boston, MA 02215

You Want It... It's Yours

Wideest Selection of Affordable Luxury Motorcars In New England

• New England's Largest Indoor Showroom
• Buying Made Easy
• Selling Made Easy
• Unique Luxury Auto Exchange Policy
• Professional, ASE Certified Service Department
• Hand Wash and Custom Detailing

On Site, Bank Student Financing

Through Exclusive Arrangements with Mechanics' Co-Operative Bank

We Help Put Students In The Car They Want...

Bring in this ad, and receive a $100 Service Coupon

Mercedes-Benz · BMW- Audi · Jaguar · Lamborghini Lotus Toyota · Porsche · Aston Martin · Infiniti- Bentley Rolls Royce · Ferrari · Range Rover · Honda-Acura Lexus · Mitsubishi-Infiniti · Corvette

GMAT • GRE • LSAT • MCAT

THE PRINCETON REVIEW IS ADMINISTERING FREE TESTS BU CAMPUS

Take a sample test and find out where you stand without having an official score on your record.

LA SAT: Saturday, April 4 9:00am - 1:30pm CAS, Room 203
MCAT: Saturday, April 4 9:00am - 4:30pm CAS, Room 214
GRE: Saturday, April 4 10:00am - 2:30pm CAS, Room 325
GMAT: Saturday, April 4 11:00am - 3:30pm CAS, Room 432

College of Arts and Sciences (CAS) is located at 685 Commonwealth Ave.

Call today to reserve a spot for one of our FREE tests.

(617) 558-2828

GMAT • GRE • LSAT • MCAT

Call 817/353-6000 today for your free Summer Term Catalogue. Visit us on the Web at http://www.bu.edu/sumterm/ 755 Commonwealth Avenue Boston, MA 02215

AN OPPORTUNITY THAT'S NOT ALL TALK.

Let's face it. There are lots of companies around that talk about an opportunity to work on unique, exciting technology (all deliverers join us and you'll have a chance to play an important role in developing products today that only a few years ago were pure fantasy... consumer videophone and personal video conferencing systems just to name a few.

Check out the following opportunities:

JUNIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Software design, implementation, and testing of communication systems in our VoATV Videophones.

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Develop embedded software for ISDN videoconferencing systems. Interested? We will be holding on-campus interviews on March 30.

To schedule an interview, please send your resume to: Human Resources, 2445 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054 or Fax: (408) 727-3618 E-mail: micheller@8x8.com. EOE.

8x8, Inc.

8x8.com

See Us On The Web: www.8x8.com

Call 617/353-6000 Today for your free Summer Term Catalogue. Visit us on the Web at http://www.bu.edu/sumterm/ 755 Commonwealth Avenue Boston, MA 02215

AN OPPORTUNITY THAT'S NOT ALL TALK.

Let's face it. There are lots of companies around that talk about an opportunity to work on unique, exciting technology (all deliverers join us and you'll have a chance to play an important role in developing products today that only a few years ago were pure fantasy... consumer videophone and personal video conferencing systems just to name a few.

Check out the following opportunities:

JUNIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Software design, implementation, and testing of communication systems in our VoATV Videophones.

SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Develop embedded software for ISDN videoconferencing systems. Interested? We will be holding on-campus interviews on March 30.

To schedule an interview, please send your resume to: Human Resources, 2445 Mission College Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054 or Fax: (408) 727-3618 E-mail: micheller@8x8.com. EOE.

8x8, Inc.

8x8.com

See Us On The Web: www.8x8.com
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS – FRIDAY, APRIL 3

ALL MAJORS

Startec, a global telecommunications company headquartered in Bethesda, MD will be on campus to interview students on Friday, April 3. We are a fast growing, fast paced company looking for intelligent, hard working individuals that want to grow with our company.

We have positions available in the following departments: Finance, Marketing, MIS, Operations and Carrier Services.

Summer internships are also available. If you are interested in interviewing with our company representative, Akbar Merchant ‘89 please send your resume via e-mail to charriss@startec.net.

Students selected for interviews will be contacted to schedule an interview slot.

The Council for the Arts at MIT offers free tickets for MIT students to Luis Alfaro in “Politicized Body”

Los Angeles-based performer, 1997 MacArthur Foundation Genius grant winner and Emmy-nominee Luis Alfaro brings the east coast debut of his new show Politicized Body to the Theater Offensive, Sells Out!

Performed to rave reviews in London, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Mexico City, Politicized Body is Alfaro’s deliciously seductive work about food, body image, and the politics of race and gender. The show is based on four characters from his Emmy-nominated short film Chicanoamor.

Salvador Rodriguez, and embittered and disillusioned Chicano Studies professor who worries that his students have traded ‘70s pickets for ‘90s conferences.

Misty Guerrero, an unmarried teen mother full of both hope and despair over the birth of her daughter.

Phillip Escandido, the heartbreakingly superficial “Gap” manager who likes making people look “clean” but the harder question requires more creativity than your knowledge, so even if you know what topics are going to be on the exam, you can study all you want and it’s not going to help too much.”

It’s hard, and very little partial credit for any problem can be awarded, said Edward D. Lee ’99. “Some of the easier problems can be solved using standard mathematical tricks, but the harder questions require more creativity and insight. Also, the answers have to be written up in a mathematically rigorous way.”

The test was quite challenging; I probably hadn’t seen these problems before,” said Edward D. Lee ’99. “Because there were 12 problems for 3 hours, the graders were doing all the work. Although the exam was administrated for the first time at a large scale, the grading process is long. All of the tests are given a preliminary grading, and then the top few hundred are carefully re-graded. The final scores are then ordered to establish a final ranking.

No further preparation is required of MIT students taking the exam and it is open to all who wish to sign up. “For a few weeks before the exam, I worked on old Putnam problems for an hour or two each day,” Lee said.

“The questions test your creativity more than your knowledge, so even if you knew what topics are going to be on the exam, you can study all you want and it’s not going to help too much.”

The mathematically department does offer a seminar in the fall, taught by Rogers and Stanley, that focuses on preparing for the Putnam.

Modular Designs Win Top Honors

This was “an interesting way to tie MIT’s problems” to the contest, said Jonathan Anzaldo ’00.

Winning designs economize space Each entry was judged by a panel of professors and graduate students in different fields. The winners were determined based on the four criteria: creativity, reasoning, realism, and presentation.

The panel of judges consisted of a short explanation of the product in front of the judges. The quality of the description was determined both by the fluency and poise of the presenters, and the extent of team coordination.

The first-place winners were Andrew W. Hug ‘00, Russell L. Spieler ‘01, and Ken W. Conley ‘01. They created a design they called “the Lego System.”

Like its namesake, the Lego System consisted of modular cubes that could be combined in various ways, a series of gears and teeth. This model combined storage versatility and reasonable cost to win for its creators $520 in prize money and a trip to Yale to compete in the district tournament.

Second place was a product with a fold-down desktop that could be connected to an adjacent unit to provide extra space for hanging clothes. The third-place winner was the “Space-Saver 2000,” which consisted of three polyurethane components velcroed together. The creators of these designs were awarded $150 and $100, respectively.

The district competition will take place this year on March 28. Each team is identified only by a number, and the judges do not know which team is from which school.

MIT has a history of outstanding performance in this competition, which brings together the winners from a dozen schools across the northeast. “The MIT team has won four years straight,” Kamvyssdis said.

The judging is anonymous, but, said Kamvyssdis, “You know who’s from MIT when they announce the winners.”

Despite Difficult Questions, MIT Students Perform Well
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It's time to take the LSAT.

The next administration is June 15th. The Princeton Review offers programs that end before your finals and programs that bring you right up to your test date.

Call today for more information.

Beware the administration after the June LSAT is September 26th. This does not allow enough time to prepare when you get back on campus in the fall. Plan ahead and prepare now!
**SPORTS**

**Nordic Ski Team Ends Season On High Note With Kleiss' Win**

By James Berry

Last week, the MIT Nordic Ski Team travelled to the foot of Mt. Washington in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire for the United States Collegiate Ski Association Championships. Teams from all over the country came to compete in the final races of the season.

The Women's 10K Classic and Men's 15K Classic both took place on Wednesday, March 11. Competition began in the morning with the women's 10K classic race. At 9:00 a.m., the thermometer just peaked over 10 degrees. Cold temperatures didn't phase the skiers in the long race, however, as Jessica Kleiss '00 finished strong in 11th place, and Adrienne Slaughter '98 broke into the top 20.

Later that morning the men's 15K Classic; also a mass start, got underway. Skiers started out behind the lead pack, bringing down five people behind him. Jim Berry '99 found himself in the middle of this mess, and it took him several seconds to get untangled. He came back strong, however, to finish in 4th place, just 50 seconds behind the winner. Jeff Doering '99 also had a strong race, finishing 13th in a pack of five skiers.

Derek Southwell '01 raced hard to a 20th place finish. First-year skier Chris Bruce '98 enjoyed good conditioning and solid waxing to finish ahead of a pack of more experienced skiers.

**UPCOMING HOME EVENTS**

- **Friday, March 27**
  - Sailing vs. Boston University, 3:00 p.m.
- **Saturday, March 28**
  - Baseball vs. Springfield College, noon
  - Women's Crew vs. Radcliffe and Northeastern, 9:45 a.m.

---

**Inxight**

Rewriting the rules on how people use computers.

Are you ready to be a pioneer? Are you excited by the possibility of contributing to the success of a software company launched to commercialize next-generation technology invented at Xerox PARC? Then Inxight may be the place for you.

**Inxight's Technology**

Inxight's software technologies (and the 25 years of PARC research behind them) provide innovative and powerful solutions to the complex problems of information retrieval, analysis and visualization.

The Inxight portfolio of intelligent information technologies is based on extensive research in how people interact with computers, and the problems they face when dealing with large volumes of information. The portfolio includes:

- **Inxight's LinguistX** provides the intelligence to analyze and summarize the content of documents according to what they mean, thus; enabling faster, more accurate and more relevant searches and summaries.

- **Inxight's VizControls** enhance the user interface. They display vast quantities of information graphically, so you can quickly see and understand the big picture. Without wading through a sea of text or data.

- **Inxight's Commitment**
  
Inxight is committed to finding top talent able to advance our company into the next millennium of software engineering.

Inxight is a young, innovative, and enthusiastic team of professionals. Inxight provides all employees with excellent benefits (medical, dental, vision, tuition reimbursement, stock options, 401K, and much more) and the opportunity to become a software development pioneer.

Inxight will be conducting on-campus interviews in April of 1998. If you are interested in discussing your qualifications with us, please send your resume by email to staffing@inxight.com, or fax it to (650) 813-7289.

---

**FIREWORKS**

The Explosive New Film

*by Takeshi Kitano*

Winner Golden Lion

Venice Film Festival

Extraordinary...Wildly Beautiful... *Fireworks* is one of the decade's great films. It left me in tears.*

—John Powers, *Variety*

*The Ultimate Renaissance Man...* Kitano is a cult figure about to cross over.*

—L. Abraham, *INTERVIEW*

*** DEEPLY MOVING. A genuine original.***

—Roger Ebert, *Chicago Sun-Times*